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Abstract. In this paper, an elastic analysis of a thick-walled functionally graded cylinder 
subjected to internal pressure is examined. Material properties for the isotropic material  
are estimated to obey the Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme through the thickness.  
The resulting two-point irregular boundary value problem is solved by the pseudospectral 
Chebyshev method that converts the boundary value problem to the system of equations, 
which can be solved by any appropriate decomposition method. Benchmark solutions are 
used to validate the method. The effect of the arbitrarily chosen volume fraction index is 
demonstrated for stress and displacement distributions. The effective stresses for different 
inner radius and volume fraction index are also discussed. 
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1. Introduction  

Cylindrical elements are encountered in many structures such as containers,  
fittings, rolling mills, bearing supports, rods, pipes, tubes, pipelines, hydraulic sys-
tems, tin cans, etc. The cylinders as tubes are much easier to manufacture by using 
nineteenth-century machine tools due to their scalability, favorable surface-to- 
-volume ratio, and ability to withstand pressure [1]. A new production aspect based 
on the graduation of at least two material components is proposed in the late twen-
tieth century called functionally graded materials (FGM). The FGMs have a con-
tinuous change of properties from one point to another, making it possible to tailor 
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desired mechanical properties. It is also very convenient to control the stresses by 
using graded materials in pressurized vessels. For these reasons, the elastic behav-
ior of FGMs is a subject that is widely studied and continues to be investigated  
in the literature. 

An exact analysis for FG pressure vessels is obtained Tütüncü and Öztürk [2]. 
Euler-Cauchy equations are solved in closed form for radial and circumferential 
stresses through the wall thickness of cylindrical and spherical vessels. Elastic 
analysis of exponentially graded cylindrical and spherical pressure vessels is car-
ried out numerically by Chen et al. [3] and analytically by Eraslan and Akis [4]. 
Axisymmetric displacements and stresses in functionally graded hollow cylinders, 
disks, and spheres subjected to uniform internal pressure are obtained by Tütüncü 
and Temel [5] via the complementary functions method and plane elasticity theory. 
The transmission matrix method is defined as a numerical solution to calculate  
the displacement and stresses in FG cylinders and spheres in the study of Chen and 
Lin [6]. By assuming the displacement function is unknown and the elasticity 
modulus is arbitrary, an ordinary differential equation is derived. A technique is 
proposed by Nie et al. [7] for tailoring volume fractions of constituents in FG struc- 
tures to attain either through-the-thickness uniform circumferential stress or in-plane 
shear stress. They tackled the rule of mixture and Mori-Tanaka scheme for homog-
enization in the radial direction. With the first-order shear deformation theory, 
Khoshgoftar et al. [8] studied a non-uniformly pressurized FG cylinder analyti-
cally. Xin et al. [9] solved the hypergeometric differential equation for the FG tube 
in terms of volume fractions of constituents. Li and Liu [10] considered nonaxi-
symmetric load for elastic behavior of FG cylinders with the assumption of arbi-
trary varying material properties. An exponentially graded cylindrical pressure  
vessel in the plane strain condition is analyzed by Nejad et al. [11]. The effect of 
the inhomogeneity on the stresses and different parameter values were considered, 
and the obtained results from the analytical solution were compared with the solu-
tion of the finite element method. Among the grading methods discussed so far,  
the Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme has become prevalent in recent years  
for elastic analysis [12-14] or material tailoring [15] of FG pressure vessels. There-
fore, this scheme is applied in an elastic analysis of FG cylindrical pressure vessels 
in this study.  

In this paper, internally pressurized homogeneous and heterogeneous cylindrical 
pressure vessels were investigated utilizing the pseudospectral Chebyshev method. 
Displacement and stresses of the vessels are investigated for three types of vessels, 
and further discussion is made for different volume fraction indexes in the  
Mori-Tanaka case. What’s more, the feasibility of the pseudospectral Chebyshev 
method in the solution of this type of problem is surveyed. 

2. Governing equations  

Consider thick-walled cylindrical pressure vessels subjected to internal pres-
sure. The radial coordinate �̅ and the displacement �� are normalized with the outer 
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radius of the cylinder � such that � = �̅/� and � = ��/�. The material is isotropic 
and functionally graded. The axisymmetric governing equations to be presented  
in what follows apply to thick-walled hollow cylinders under the plane stress  
condition. Therefore, the strain-displacement and constitutive equations are [2]: 

 �	 = 
�

	 ,   �� = �

	 (1) 

    �	 = ����	 + �����,   �� = ����	 + ����� (2-3) 

where 

 ��� = ������
����������� ,   ��� = ��

����������� . (4-5) 

The stress equilibrium equation is [2] 

 

��

	 + �����

	 = 0 (6) 

with boundary conditions in radial stress as 

 �	��/�� = − ,   �	�1� = 0 (7-8) 

where   is the pressure applied on the inner surface of the cylinder, and � is the  
inner radius. The outer surface is traction free. By using the strain-displacement 
and constitutive equations, an irregular linear ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
for radial displacement is obtained as: 

 �"" + #����′ + %���� = 0 (9) 

with boundary conditions that can be obtained from constitutive equations of radial 
stress as: 

 &����′ + ��� �
	'	()/* = − ,   &����′ + ��� �

	'	(� = 0 (10) 

Here � �" denotes the derivative concerning r. The irregular variable coeffi-
cients #��� and %��� are given in the Appendix for each case. Note that the deriva-
tive of the displacement is calculated by only multiplying it with the Chebyshev 
differentiation matrix, so no extra processing is required to calculate the stress  
values.  

2.1. Types of considered vessels 

In this study, three different types of cylinders are taken into consideration and 
compared in terms of their structural performances. One is homogeneous with  
a fully metal constituent and the other two are formed by functional grading of 
metal and ceramics. The radial grading of materials is done using both the power- 
-law rule commonly used in the literature for possible analytical solutions and  
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the Mori-Tanaka model. To comply with the analytical studies in the literature [2] 
in the power-law grading, the change of the elastic modulus in the radial direction 
is chosen as +��� = +,��/��-, while the Poisson’s ratio �. = ./� is accepted as con- 
stant. Here, +, is the elasticity modulus of the outer wall and 0 is the inhomoge- 
neity parameter. Note that 0 = 0 corresponds to the homogeneous cylinder, and it 
should meet the value of the used real material couple as given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Properties of constituent materials [16] 

Material/Properties + [GPa] . 

12 199.5 0.30 

#2314 348.43 0.24 

 
Besides assuming the material properties vary according to a power-law func-

tion of �, the Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme is inducted for determining the 
properties as the last case. The scheme is largely used to estimate elastic parame-
ters of composite materials due to the eligibility of both dilute or high concentra-
tion of inclusion [12]. In the Mori-Tanaka method, the effective shear (5) and bulk 
modulus (6) are calculated as a function of the inclusions volume fraction. In this 
paper, to ensure the continuously graded compositional profile, the outer wall  
inclusion of the cylinder is assumed to follow the power-law volume fraction  
function in the radial coordinate as below [17] 

 7, = 8	�)
*�)9: ,   7; = 1 − 7, (11) 

where < ≥ 0 is the volume fraction index and strongly affects the graduation of  
the composition. According to the current formulation, the inner surface is always 
metal and the outer surface is always ceramic. Therefore, this is not a general solu-
tion but a particular one for preferred material couples. Then, the effective local 
bulk and shear modulus included volume fraction function can be evaluated for  
the metal and ceramic constituents as [13]: 

 6; = �>
3�����>� ,   6, = �?

3�����?�   (12) 

 5; = �>
�����>� ,   5, = �?

�����?�  . (13) 

The effective modulus of bulk (6� and shear �5� are given by 

 
A�A>
A?�A> = B?

��B>C D?ED>
D>FGHI>J

,   K�K>
K?�K> = B?

��B>8I?EI>I>FLM9 (14) 

where N� =  5;�96; + 85;�/6�6; + 25;�. The effective modulus of elasticity  + and Poisson’s ratio ν are determined by using the relation of [18] 
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 � = ���
���� ,   ν = �����

�(����). (15-16) 

Here, subscript � and � represent ceramic and metal constituents, � is the inner 

radius, and � is the outer radius. For different values of � the component distribu-

tion profiles of � and � along the radial direction are outlined in Figure 1. It can be 

seen that as the beta value decreases, the elastic modulus is upward concave, and as 

it increases, there is downward concave behavior. It is the opposite of Poisson’s  

ratio. Besides, at the same position (0.6 < � < 1) the modulus of elasticity increases 

as � decreases, while for � the reverse holds. It is clear that for � = 0, it is a homo-

geneous ceramic material, and when it reaches the top, homogeneous metal will be 

obtained. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Variations of modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio for different volume  

fraction index  

3. The pseudospectral Chebyshev method 

The Pseudospectral Chebyshev Method (Gottlieb [19], Fornberg [20], and  

Trefethen [21]), based on Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, is used to  

perform the radial displacement and stress analysis of functionally graded hollow 

cylinders under the effect of pressure. Concerning collocation points, the first order 

(� + 1)�(� + 1). The Chebyshev differentiation matrix 

 0 = �� < � … < �"   with   �' = cos +',
" - ,   (. = 0,1, … , �) (17) 

will be denoted by /. The computation procedure of the Chebyshev differentiation 

matrix and codes as an m-file can be found in notable references, see e.g., [21], 

where the collocation points �' are numbered from right to left and defined in 

0−1,12. With a small revision, the method can be implemented at any interval.  

First-order Chebyshev differentiation matrix / provides a highly precise approxi- 

mation to 345�'6, 3445�'6, …, simply by multiplying the differential matrix with 
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vector data �"i�̀ j = �f ��`, �′"i�̀ j = �f� ��`, such like where � = g�k, … , �[hl 
discrete vector data at positions �̀ . The detailed implementation of the method  
is explained in the study of Trefethen [21]. Therefore, the linear axisymmetric  
displacement equation for the cylinder (9) is simply converted into a linear system 
by using the pseudospectral Chebyshev collocation method as follows: 

 m�� = 0 (18) 

where 

 m� = f� + #���f + %���. (19) 

Boundary conditions (10) are imposed on this linear system (18) by only replac-
ing the first and last row of the system matrix m� with the appropriate values. 
Then, the nondimensional displacement can be found by solving the linear system 
(18) by any decomposition method. 

4. Numerical results  

The results of stresses and displacement are presented for �/� = 0.6 and 0.8.  
In the homogeneous case, the cylinder is assumed fully metal. In power-law grad-
ing, the Poisson’s ratio is kept constant as q; = 0.3. For a meaningful comparison 
of homogeneous, power-law, and Mori-Tanaka vessels, inhomogeneity parameters 
are calculated as 0 = 1.091611 and its corresponding volume fraction index for 
Mori-Tanaka is < = 0.814131 for �/� = 0.6 vessel and similarly, 0 = 2.49894 
and its corresponding < = 0.907125 for the vessel of �/� = 0.8. For comparison, 
while the inhomogeneous parameters and volume fraction indexes are taken with 
these values for the distribution of Young’s modulus, Poisson ratios are kept con-
stants �. = .;�. In Mori-Tanaka homogenization, both the Young modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio vary through the wall thickness. The radial variation of elastic 
properties is shown in Figure 1 for different index values. The cylinder is experi-
encing  v = 50 MPa internal pressure in all cases. The stresses are nondimension-
alized by corresponding applied internal pressure, and the deformations are non- 
dimensionalized by outer radii �.  

The verity of the pseudospectral Chebyshev (PSD) method is first checked with 
a well-known stress expression (found in [2]) given below for a homogeneous  
cylinder under internal pressure   and presented in Table 2. Further comparison  
is made for the radial and hoop stresses of the power-law graded vessel in Table 3. 
It can be noted from the tables that the PCM results match quite well (seven-digit 
accuracy for 1 =  11) with the analytical results that demonstrate the validity of 
the numerical solutions used in this work [2]. The stresses for the homogeneous 
vessel can be calculated from [2] or [22]. 

 �	y = z ){
*{�){ 81 − *{

	{9,   ��y = z ){
*{�){ 81 + *{

	{9  (20) 
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Table 2. Comparison of PCM with an analytical solution for homogeneous cylindrical 
pressure vessel [2] 

 
Radial Stress Hoop Stress 

r Analytic Numeric Analytic Numeric 

0.600000000 –1.000000000 –1 2.125000000 2.125000041 

0.609788696 –0.950238245 –0.950238348 2.075238245 2.075238240 

0.638196601 –0.818563199 –0.818563198 1.943563199 1.943563234 

0.682442949 –0.645285535 –0.645285625 1.770285535 1.770285526 

0.738196601 –0.469734676 –0.469734674 1.594734676 1.594734700 

0.800000000 –0.316406250 –0.316406325 1.441406250 1.441406236 

0.861803398 –0.194866552 –0.194866551 1.319866552 1.319866567 

0.917557050 –0.105622924 –0.105622989 1.230622924 1.230622908 

0.961803398 –0.045564867 –0.045564867 1.170564867 1.170564877 

0.990211303 –0.011176114 –0.011176174 1.136176114 1.136176097 

1.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 1.125000000 1.125000008 

Table 3. Comparison of PCM with an analytical solution for power-law grading  
cylindrical pressure vessel [2] 

 
Radial Stress Hoop Stress 

r Analytic Numeric Analytic Numeric 

0.600000000 –1.000000000 –0.999999999 1.361758273 1.361758154 

0.609788696 –0.962044759 –0.962045009 1.367128733 1.367128505 

0.638196601 –0.858004069 –0.858004069 1.383644652 1.383644527 

0.682442949 –0.711770512 –0.711770775 1.411702504 1.411702258 

0.738196601 –0.549956614 –0.549956612 1.450198762 1.450198620 

0.800000000 –0.393689120 –0.393689404 1.495867608 1.495867334 

0.861803398 –0.256474708 –0.256474707 1.543774893 1.543774731 

0.917557050 –0.145736899 –0.145737204 1.588356503 1.588356202 

0.961803398 –0.065135176 –0.065135175 1.624408243 1.624408066 

0.990211303 –0.016329231 –0.016329548 1.647796487 1.647796170 

1.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 1.655892318 1.655892136 

 
The numerical results based on the three different compositional cylinders with 

the boundary conditions (Eqs. (10)) for radial displacement and radial and hoop 
stresses are plotted in Figure 2 for different aspect ratio �/�. The radial displace-
ment values decrease slightly from the inner surface through the outer wall for all 
cases in Figure 2a-b. The variation in the displacement of power-law graded vessel 
is similar to that of homogenous material. However, the displacement of the Mori- 
-Tanaka based model is less than the others. The comparative normalized radial 
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stresses are plotted in Figure 2c-d. For all compositional cases, the magnitude of the 
compressive radial stress has a monotonic behavior across the wall thickness. It can 
be seen that for any point in � < � < �, the Mori-Tanaka cylinder has the lowest 
radial stress magnitude for both ratios �/�. Due to the normalization, �	 = −1 at � = � and �	 = 0 at � = �. The tensile hoop stress distributions across the normal-
ized radial direction for each case is given in Figure 2e-f. The results show that 
hoop stress nearly stays stable for the ratio of �/� = 0.6 and tents to increase along 
the outer wall if the thickness gets thinner except for the homogeneous case. 
Among the three different compositions, the Mori-Tanaka scheme supplies the 
lowest and more stationary results for dimensionless hoop stress (���. Overall,  
the increase of displacement and hoop stress values occur proportionally to �/�.  
In other words, when the wall thickness is halved, the displacement and hoop stress 
values nearly double up.  It can also be seen that the Mori-Tanaka homogenization 
scheme behaves quite differently from the others.  

After a comparison of different material composition, the Mori-Tanaka based 
pressure vessel of wall thickness �/� = 0.8 subjected to internal pressure is taken 
into consideration for further investigation. Computations are performed for differ-
ent values of the volume fraction index, such as < = 0.6, 1.5, 3. The results of these 
calculations are depicted in Figure 3. The variation of nondimensional displace-
ment through the radial direction based on the Mori-Tanaka model is shown in 
Figure 3a. According to these figures, by increasing <, which means the major of 
stiffness similar to the metal constituent, the value of radial displacement increases. 
Choosing lower < keeps stiff distribution near the outer side and offers the lower 
radial displacement. The volume fraction index < can significantly affect the stress 
distribution along the radius direction.  

For radial stress in Figure 3b, although the trend is similar, in any point of radial 
coordinate, the lowest radial stress comes out with a lower < value. For hoop 
stress, the influence of < is completely different in Figure 3c. At the smaller index 
value, the hoop stress has the lowest amount, in addition to this it increases rela-
tively faster near the inner wall and it almost keeps its value around the outer wall. 
By the increase of fraction index, the hoop stress increases at the inner and outer 
walls but the fact remains that it supplies lower magnitude around the middle of the 
wall thickness. The variation of the fraction index has some effects on the distribu-
tion of the hoop stress.  

The effect of wall thickness ratio ��/�� and volume fraction coefficients are  
investigated for equivalent stress with the help of von-Mises criteria (Eq. (21)). As 
Table 4 shows, the maximum equivalent stress of the vessel occurs in a lower wall 
thickness ratio and larger amounts of <. The inverse, corresponds to safer situation. 
Further scrutiny reveals that if the �/� increases, the equivalent stress variation  
decreases with the increase of <.  

  �|}} = ~�
� g��� − ���� + ��� − �3�� + ��3 − ����h��/�                (21) 
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 (a)       (b) 

   
 (c) (d) 

   
 (e) (f) 

Fig. 2. Radial displacement and stresses for different thick-walled cylinders  
(left column for �/� = 0.6, right column for �/� = 0.8) 
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(a) 

   
 (b) (c) 

Fig. 3. Radial displacement and stresses of FG cylinder for Mori-Tanaka based different 
volume fraction index  

Table 4. Comparison of effective stresses [MPa] for Mori-Tanaka cylinder with different 
inner radius and volume fraction index 

�/�  < = 0.6 < = 1.5 < = 3 

0.5 72.867 83.718 91.536 

0.6 74.156 84.205 91.774 

0.7 77.038 86.292 93.305 

0.8 82.396 90.526 96.516 

0.9 111.040 119.807 125.610 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, an elastic analysis of a thick-walled functionally graded cylinder 
subjected to constant pressure is developed by the pseudospectral Chebyshev 
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method. It is observed that Mori-Tanaka homogenization gives better results com-
pared to the gradings commonly used in the literature. To show the compositional 
difference in the elastic analysis, different values are considered for the volume 
fraction index. It has been found that the hoop stress is highly dependent on the 
composition of the materials and can be regulated with the appropriate index value. 
The derived results indicate that the volume fraction index has significant influence 
on the elastic property distribution of FG cylindrical vessels and can be optimized 
according to the required performance. Comparing the results of the literature  
in the form of a table, the proposed numerical method has splendid accuracy,  
so it is practical and easy to apply to such problems. 
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Appendix 

The irregular variable coefficients of the linear ordinary differential equation for radial  

displacement are given below for all cases: 

Homogeneous case:  

 ���� = �
� ,   
��� = − �

��  

Power-Law case: 

 ���� = 2 + � + �
������

�
� ,   
��� = ��������

����� �  �
��  

Mori-Tanaka case: 

                                        ���� = ����

���
+ �

� ,   
��� = ����

���
 �
� − �

�� . 


